
PHYS 391 - Day 4
• Lab 1 plot examples 
• Counting Statistics 
• Start discussing Chap. 5



Lab 1 plot examples

• First 10 points in sin/cos array 

• Change plot type from line to points
1.5 Putting it all together

We are now going to try out some of these python skills on a more realistic analysis example.
There are several ways to read a CSV file, including packages like pandas, but I usually just

write a simple file parser myself. I give a simple example for reading one column out of the galaxy
data file below. Feel free to use this as a template, or look up pandas examples.

In [42]: # Open text file readonly, assumes file is in same directory as notebook
f = open('galaxydata.txt', 'r')
# Create an empty list to store our data
typeList = []
# Need to skip first line
first = True
for line in f.readlines():

# Skip first line (header)
if first:

first = False
continue

# We now have one line, use split to divide this up
words = line.split(',') # Split uses white space by default, use comma instead
galaxyType = words[3].strip() # Look up strip to see what this does...

typeList.append(galaxyType)
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Lab 1 galaxy plots

• Declination vs. RA, 24 hours = 360 degrees 

• Use circles unless you have a good reason not to, size should be 
appropriate

Now make a color-color plot of (ut-bt) vs. (vt-kt)

In [45]: # Our data still exists, so just make the plot
ut = f['ut']
bt = f['bt']
vt = f['vt']
kt = f['kt']

plt.plot((vt-kt), (ut-bt), 'bo', markersize=1) # X-axis goes first
plt.xlabel('vt-kt')
plt.ylabel('ut-bt')
plt.show()
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Lab 1 galaxy plots

• Use different colors, could in principle use different symbols,  
but here probably too many points to make sense 

• Add a legend to identify each population

plt.xlabel('Surface Brightness')
plt.ylabel('bt-kt')
plt.legend()
plt.show()

Enter some comments here: There is no real difference in surface brightness, but the elliptical
galaxies have a higher color ratio.

Finally make a histogram of the redshift (v) for spiral and elliptical galaxies.

In [47]: # Re-use our code from above (could also just add this to the code block above...)
galaxyType = f['type'] # Don't need this again, but it doesn't hurt either
brightness = f['v']
brightE = []
brightS = []

for i in range(len(galaxyType)):
if galaxyType[i][0] == 'S':

brightS.append(brightness[i])
elif galaxyType[i][0] == 'E':

brightE.append(brightness[i])

# End of loop over galaxyType index

# Use histogram demo at matplotlib.org to figure out syntax
# Need to play a bit to be able to see both
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Lab 1 galaxy plots

• Different ways to do this, must be able to identify different distributions.  

• Could also ‘stack’ histograms so Spiral is added on top of Elliptical

num_bins = 50
plt.hist(brightS, num_bins, label="Spiral")
plt.hist(brightE, num_bins, histtype='step', label="Elliptical")
plt.xlabel('Redshift')
plt.ylabel('Galaxies')
plt.legend()
plt.show()

Descibe below any differences you see in the redshift distribution, and any ideas for why that
might happen.

There are clearly more spiral galaxies at low redshift, while the elliptical galaxies are more
uniformly distributed. This is likely because elliptical galaxies are brighter (a hypothesis which
could be checked with the data) and so the spiral galaxies are harder to find when they are further
away.

1.6 Final Word

Before turning in your notebook, make sure all cells run properly when you first open the file and
use the RunAll command in the Cell menu. Save your notebook, close it, then open it again and
run all cells. These will be executed in order, so make sure everything works. You can re-order the
cells using the up/down arrows if needed, or insert/delete cells as necessary.
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Don’t forget units!
(km/s)



Counting Bacteria
• Your friend works in a biology lab counting bacteria 

under a microscope 

• For a given sample, there are usually around 25 
bacteria per sample 

• If they want to know the mean number to 1%, how 
many samples do they need?

Example of a counting problem…



Counting Bacteria

⌫ ⇡ 25 �⌫ =
p
⌫ ⇡ 5

100 trials



Counting Bacteria II
• Counting their 101st sample, your friend finds 40 

bacteria 

• They are convinced there must be something 
wrong with the sample: “I have never seen a 
number this high” 

• Do you agree with your friend’s assessment?




